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An ovetvi~w of the research and design process that· 
led to the creation of the Bank ·Street word processing program for . 
children is reported. The decision to create. a word processor for the 
classroom was based on the findings that commercially available 

• programs took too long to learn, required the memorization of too 
many commands or rules, had difficult-to-read screen displays., and 
made editing so clumsy that the whole point of using the word 
processor to revise text.was lost. The desig~ team established a set 
of de~ign principles: no control commands wold be used: there would , 
be comprehensive screen prompts: the display would allow upper and 
lower case letters: and no hardware modificrions or additions would 
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be needdd in order for the.program to run o a typical school 
computer system. Functions that the ptogram would and•would not need 
to carry out were identifi,d. The design of the program serves as a 
starting point for a general discussion of desirable features and 
design characteristics for good educational software. Specific points ... 
cove~ed include how to.design educational tools and the features· 
these tools and their manuals should have. (Author/THC) 
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE TOOLS: 
DESIGNING A TEXT EDITOR FOR CHILDREN* 

, D. Midian Kurland 

In a recent survey, Elect~onic Learning magazine (October 1982) 
asked 2,000 teachers and administrators io list their favoritP- software 

'lprograms. The programs offered by thoae who res.Ponded were fir!t 
subdivided accor~ to whether they were intended for classroom or 
professional (i.e. , administrative) use. The classroom programs were 
then further subdivided .by subject area. Of the 52 progra.ns listed 
for use by students in· mathematics, social studies, an~ English, four 
were simulations, three were designed to teach programming, and two l 
were aids for writing poems. The remaining 43 could best be de- 1 
gcribed as drill-and-practice programs and games. In contrast, . every 
program that··respondents ·'favored-for their own professional use was 
a software utility or tool--word proce_ssor, database management 
system, program editor, graphics editor,- spreadsheet program, or file 
man·ager. Why is there such a large gap between what passes as 
educational software and the • type of software fa.vored by ·teachers? 
If, in society as a whole, co~puters are used as a tool, why is this 

• on, of the most neglected uses in the classroom? 

There are a number of reasons for the slow evolution of educational 
software. Historically, . computers were first viewed as substitutes for 
doing more easily what had previously been done using older technol
ogies, • For example, in business the computer was first used to take 
over ongoing activities such as payroll management and a~counting. 
Few business people actually used computers, and thus were slow to 
appreciate the ~ull range of potential computer ap_J>lications. It wasn't 
until the developmept of a new generation of o.ffice software tools in. 
the mid-seventies that the situation in the bu,iness world began to 
change, Starting with Vir,iCalc--the first I of the general-purpose 
spreadsheet programs-:--users of busine,=;s computers began to see 
that, in addition to such.fraditional tasks as budget~ and acco~nts, 
1computers could make possible a range of new activities that were 
previously too expensive, too complicated, or too time consuming to 
be practical. The development and rapid integration into the work-

► 

*Paper presented at the annual meetings of the American Educa-
tional Rese~ch Associat\on, Montreal, _Quebec, Canada, April 11-15, 
1983. 
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'place of spreadsheet programs, relational database management sys
tems, and powarful word p:·ocessors radicc\lly changed the way infor
mation . was collecled, manipulated, and transmitted in the office 
'environment. \ ·, 

In educition, we are beginning to see a similar trend. Until now, 
the primary· use of co11puters has ~een_ to replicate what teachers 
have· been· doing with other technologies (e.g., workbooks, dittos, 
flashcards). Computer-assisted instruction (CAI)--using the com
puter as an automated workbook, like business payroll programs--is 
an obvious. entry point. In • some contexts--again like payroll 
programs--CAI programs have . significant advantages over noncom
put~rized system_s. Ho~ever, the type of activity involved is essen-

..._. tially the same whether or not the computer is being used. 

In the educational sector, we F~em tQ be in approximately the same 
position as was the business wt -Id in the mid-seventies before Visi
Calc. For the most part, schools are using computers--often be
grudgingly--as automated workbooks or, to a lesser extent, to teach 
introductory programming .. Thus the built• of children•., experiences 
with computers• resembles those that were available ih clnssrooms 
before computers .. 

How can we account for this relatively limited use of computers in the 
• classroom? Why bas there been no educational equivalent to VisiCalc . ' . 

that demonstrates the power of the computer as a multi-purpose tool? 
Part of the answer lies in the economic constraints on producing 
software exclusively for the educational market. However, · not all the 
blame can be placed on the lack of financial resoui:~es to attra-Ct 

• talented programmers and designers to the educational market. Two. 
other fa,:tors have placed limits on the development· of effective. soft
ware to'-"'ls for schools: • ( I) the need to restructure classrooms, 
classroom manage.merit techniques, and teaching philosophies to accom
modate innovative uses of software; and (2) a lack of information for 
software designers• and programmers concerning teachers' &eeds and 
the developmental capabilities of childr..._en of different ages. A cur
sory . review of most educational programs reveals that the designer 
and/ or programmer gave little consideration to the .capabilities of the 
intended users. The reading level or conceptual requirements of 
many programs are frequently , too high 'lnd require a herculean 
memory to keep track of what 'to do, how to do it, and when to do it. 

Conceptual models that help teachers think about innovative uses of 
software in the classtoom have also been slow in developing. Teach
ers and school personnel who use educational so1tware face a chaotic 
situation. Often untrained, they lack a framework for easily and 
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flexibly integrating the technolog_y into classroom cu·rricula and 
organization. They must rely on printed materials, manuals, and the 
software itself for information about • computers in education. '- Cur
rently, efforts are being made to evaluate SQftware .for~ teachers by 
various groups and ~duca,ional computing magazines. However, 
because of their narrow focus on the behavioral and managerial objec-
tives of· individual cl.issroom programs, these review efforts tend to 
pel1)etuate the narrow focus of the softwa;re being produr.ed. 

. 
Softwar~ designers, tend to concentrate on issues of appeal and indi-

-vidual usability, largely ignoring deeper concerns . about learning, 
_particularly in the classroom .context. There is no body of research 
to which designers can turn to help them relate the design of educa-

' tlonal software to the :-"evelopme'ntal factors involved in children·•s 
learning or. to the context of classroom use. Further, the design of 
educational software is a new· and '(aried craft. Producers range from 
individuals in "cottage Lldustries" to large publishing houses. Cot
tage industry programmers often lack the educational background 
and/or programming experience and resourc~s to adequately design 
and then test their programs.. Publishers, faced with a diminishing 
school market for printed mate,rials, are under similar constraints. 
Rather than devoting resources to the development of innovative 
software and doing the necessary formative reseu-ch, they opt for a 
conservativ.e strategy of producing softwai:e that complements--and 
looks very much like--their textbook series. 

Given the restricted range pf software commonly found in classrooms, 
what are students learning about computers? No matter how much 
content a particular drill-and-practice' proga-am gets across, runnlGg 
such a program does little to increase .students' understanding of 
computero or their uses. No one type of software CaJl possibly teach 

( ' . 
a studen't what a computer is or the full range of its use. What is 
needed ls exposure to a wide range of cilflerent types of software and 
the different uses of the compute~. 

How· are we to bridge the gap between ·what ·computers can do and 
what currently avail:'ble software p!3rmits them to- do? One answer is 
to adapt the powerful software .from other fields, such as business, 
for use in the cfassroom. JI'his ls, in fact, being done by some 
energetic teachers, but several factors prevent this kind of 
adaptation from 'solving the problem of educational soft.ware. First, 
many of the better business programs operate .with expensive equip
ment not commonly found in schoe>ls (e.g., 64K Apples with BO-column 
boards and two disk drives runr,ing the CP/M (operating system). 
Second, the programs" designed for business necessarily use e_xamples 
in the manuals and in -the screen prompts which pertain to business 
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situations, thus making them seem less accessible to students. Fur
ther, the reading· level required by these programs and their manuals 
tends to be high. 

, 

Another problem with many business programs is that they are~ de
signed for the heavy user and, thus, tend to include a large number .. 
of powerful but cryptic commands. Once mastered, these commands 
giv~ the user tremendous flexibility, but they take time to· learn and 
are easily forgotten if not used frequently. ' Many word pro~ssing 
systems suffer from this problem. For example, in one of the best 
selling word processors for the _Apple, SHIF'T CONTROL-Q is the 
command for deleting the word following the cursor. This is just or.~ 
of some 130 commands that this program makes available to the user. 
This poses m, p~~blem in an office, where ihe program· is used daily · 
by a single typist. However, in the classroqm, where students may 
only have one hour a week to use the word processor, • this consti
tutes a serious hindrance. 

A Iinal problem with software tools designed f~~ _ t~~ _ l::>uii_in_~_liJ _ ~rivi- _ 
ronment··is-·thai-""they incluoe many- fe-atures that are rarely, if ever, 
needed in the classroom (e.g., printing in multi-column formats, 
providing facilities for automatically calculating mortgage rates, or 
loan depreciation). The problem with such software tools is that they 
tend to· be more difficult to use, . take longer to learn, have more 
complicated manuals, and offer less comprehensive on-screen prompts 
because of the large nupiber of commands. 

What is needed are software tools designed specifically for students to 
help them do their required school tasks, and to prepare them to 
9andle the powerful, specialized . software tools that they '!ill en
counter .in out-of-school contexts. 

Software Tools for Schools 

The need for more classroom software tools cannot be met by simply .. 
removing the frills from existing office software and ~hen passing 
these stripped-down programs on to the schools. The realities of 
classroom ,Jife--the type of work. required" of st\.tdents, the number of 
users per computer, the expertise of the teacher, and the constraints 
on student aocess to the computer--require programs designed specif
ically for this environment. 

6 
Many business programs for microcomputers are simply ,modified 
versions of programs that have been in use for decades on larger 
machines; educational software designers ao not have this background 
to draw upon. Nevertheless, the domain of software tools designed' 
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for education is not entirely without representation. Researchers and 
curriculum designers around the country are beginning to make 
available the first generation of software tools designed for the class
room. For example, the Bank • Street Writer (Broderbund Software 
and Scl .. olastic, Inc.), Quill (Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.), and 
The Writers Ass~stant (Jim Levin, UCSD) are examples of language 
arts programs inspired by the electronic. office of the 'future but 
designed for the classrooms Qf today. These programs share the 
basic design .. goals of ease of understanding and use, and of putting 
the student. in control of the computer. Quill, for example, is a 
family of p·rogr3.IDS ( word processor' electronic mail' message center, 
datal,ase) linked together as a single. system through which students 
can write and communicate. Although- Quill and other classroom 
software tools differ from their business counterparts in some re-. 
spects (e.g., the size of files they can handle or the number of 
records they can maintain), they i,etain the power, ease of use, and 
flexibility which have made software tools so popular in other seg
ments of society. 

Jt • ' •' ...... 
The lesson that the developers of these programs have learned from 
successful business tools is ·the critical interaction between software , 

and the context in which it is to be used. In order for software tb 
be successfully incorporated into a work or educational environment, 
it must be recognizable and usable as something fitting the work 
needs o( its intended users. To be maximally effective, the explora
tion ancf exploitation of the software's potential must yield ·something 
more powerful than numbers or words printed neatly on a page-
namely, new ways of thinking about, organizing, and commu~icating 
information. 

Developing Educational Scfftware Tools: The Case of the Bank Street 
Writer •·· . 

,; 

What are the des.ign decisions that must be taken into account when 
developing software for the educatioaal sector? • Hoy., should software 
designers think about the special needs of children and teachers in 
the context of the classroom? While these questions cannot be an
swered· as yet, we can provide some. preliminary ideas based on, our 
experience in developing the Bank Street Writer, a classroom word 
processor jointly produced by the _Center for Chilciren and Technology 
at Bank Street College, and Intentional Education, the publishers of 
Classroom Computer News. 

The decision to develop a word processor specifically for children 
grew out of research on children's revision strategies that was being 
conducted at Bank Street College. Researchers were interested in 
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"' how working· with a word processor would affect the number and 
types of revisions students would inake while writing. As part of 

J,his research; a number of word processors f<;>r Apple and Atari 
computers were carefully reviewed. This proces~ included critiques 
by student-user panels as well as by - experienced adult users. It 
was found that, although students enjoyed writing with the computer 
and willingly put up with the clumsiest editing features, each of· the 
programs reviewed had serious flaws which, even with some. modifica
tions, would malle them too difficult for classroom use. The programs 
took too long to learn, required the memorization of toci many com
mands or rules, had difficult-to-1 ead screen displays, and made 
editing so clumsy that the whole point of using the word proc~ssor 
for revising text was lost. 

The decision to create a wo1·d processor for • the classroom was based 
on these findingfl and on the growing realization that a word proc
essor designed specifically for the young writer woulJ have to .be . . 

very different from th(\,se designed for office use. The word proc-
essors used by secreta):ies to enter, revise, and produce someone 
else'.s work are complex and emphasize functions necessary for the 
formattµig and production of professional documents. A word proc
essor designed for creating text (i.e., one geared to the needs of the • 
writer, not the production editor) must place as few obstacles as 
possible between the writer and the prqct:.ss of creating and manipu
lating a text. 

After making the decision to create a tool that would meet the needs 
of the young writer, we had to settle on a design process. A funda
mental belief shared by project staff was that rio one person had the 
expertise required to produce a good educational software tool. 
Thus, the next and most important step was to assemble a design, 
team consistina of researchers interested in writing, classroom teach
ers, curriculum designers, professional· writers, and .Jlie programmer 

• )~IA•· 

who was actually to implement the design. ThE cpricept of a design 
team for creating software, while not new·, is not yet typical. Al;
though groups of programmers or engineers often work jointly on a. 
program, involving researchers, educators, and end users in the 
design and yalic\ation process is rarely done. Project staff felt that 
the robustness of the final design would depend on the pooled sensi
bilities of the i~terested parties. 

The· design team began by establishing a set of design principles: no 
control character commands would be used; there would be compre
hensive ·.screen prompts: the display would shq~ upper- and ·lower
caee letters; and no hardware modifications or additions would be 
needed in order for the program to run on a typical school computer 
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. system, This was followed by i.dentifying those functions that the 
program would carry out and tho.se that it would not. For example, 
it· was decided that students· might reasonably need. a MOVE command 
to relocate ,,blocks of text· or a FIND command to locate a particular 
word in the text, but would have little use for or understanding of 
macro commands that, at a single keystroke, can execute a· sequence , . 
of user-defin'ed instruct.ions~ Similarly, commands for creating in-
dexes, multi-column printouts, and setting line traps were judged not 
to be features that children would use in their typical writing tasks, 

Once the initial design hj1d been agreed upon, the programmer put 
together the prototype, which the design team then critiqued, re-

• fined, and field tested with students. and teachers in several settings, 
The field-test results led to further discussions and refinements•· by 

\ 

the .design team; for example, it became clear that the names for some 
of . the commands were ·misleading and needed to be changed, More 
serious changes involved redesigning • the FIND and REPLACE com
mands, and• working out a way for students to get professional-look
ing printouts without using formai:ting commands, After repeating 
thYs test-and-rJfine loop several times, the program was considered 
read~.,for general use and was released to the ·public. We are now in • 
the process of collecting feedback from the_ many users who have pur
chased . the pros,~, and are using their experiences to improve new 
versions of the Bank Street Writer and to he~ in the design of 
future classro,m software tools. 

Our major con.clusion·s about the design of effective educ·attonal soft
ware tools can be summarized as follows: 

(,. 

1. Students, like adults, .are purpose-oriented. Most elect to 
use a piece c,f software because they want it to help th~m with a 

• specific job. They do not wish to spend- large blocks of time learning_ 
a program .before they are able to do something interesting with it, 
Software tools, ·therefore, _should provide easy entry into the pro
grctm, and more. ·sophisticated features can be added'if and when 
Qeeded, 

2. Students do noi 'like to read complicate6 manuals in order to 
master a program. Ideally, a manual is not needed; the . program 
itself should provide the prompts and messages necessary for its use. 
Any accompanying material should be short, fu~ction-oriented, and 
should anticipate students' needs and U.e problems they are likely· to 
encounter. Separate manuals for teachers and students may be 
considered l t_,the program is designed so that the teacher can select 
options for students. 

I 
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3. Manuals are not novels. Few people read them from cover to 
cover or in order of chapter.· Thus, it is important for critical 
information· to appear throughout the manual to ensure that the user 
will see it sooner or laier. A better solution is to incorporate 
flexible on-line help files· into the program which can be accessed • 
from within the program without interfering with the user's work, •• 

4. Neither ,tudents nor adults like to read lengthy instructions 
on the computer screen. Prompts which help children to use the 

. program are very important but should be kept simple; they should 
inform students about the program's current status and the options 
availab~e at that time, In addition to serving as memory cues for the 
program's functions, prompts can help in the development of better 
writing skills by directing the user's attention to such stylistic con
siderations as audience awareness, parallel construction, or th~ use of 
suspense as a plot device. 

5. Students should b~ able to knc;;w at all times where • they are 
in the program and how to get baek to a particular screen or func
tion but many programs do not provide this kind of. assistance. 
Using the progrlin should not be a test of the student's power of 
deductive reasoning or memory capacity. 

6. Students should be able to use commands easily and to enter 
their choices readily. For example, each command should require one 
keystroke; multiple keystrokes to achieve one result are confusing for 

r--ehlldren. How features are implemented is as critical as what fea
tures are provided, 

7. The program should let students know that something has 
happened after a command has been entered. Children become con
fused if their input seems to have no effect qr to "disappear. n • For 
example, when a. file is SAVED on a. disk, the program shou·ld inform 
the user that the operation has been succe~sfully completed. 

8 .. Students sometimes make errors when using a program .. A " 
classroom software tool must have built-in safeguards against program 
and· disk errors. This means the program should not just stop if an 
inappropriate command is entered: rather, an error message should 
appear indicating what was wrong and hov, to corr~ct it, 

9. Good. software. must be sensitive to the user's theories of 
how the computer and its associated parts function and interact. For 
example, students often get confused •.tJ:>out where the program and 
their text is stored at any given moment. The distinctions between 
.the. computer's volatile RAM memory,· virtual disk memory, and perma-

11 
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nent disk • memory are hard to grasp. A program that cannot elimi
nate the need to memorize these distinctions must be defaulted to 
automatical~y check that data is periodically • saved properly, and to 
give ample warning before a student can erase or forget to save data. 

10. In many classrooms, students have to share data disks, and 
a single program disk has to serve severtl machines. Therefore, 
programs should load completely• into memory 'lo the program disk can 
be removed and used to' load the program into another machine, This 
feature also lessens the chance of, the system's "crashing" in the 
middle of a session.· Since several _students may be using the same 
data disk, it is important to have some protection scheme (e.g., 

. ~ 

passwords) so that ·files can be saved without the risk of other 
students accidentally (or purposely) erasing or modifying someone 
else's work. 

11. Students will not need all the features that might be in-
. eluded in a given tool. It does not follow that, because a computer 

can perform a certain function, this function must .automatically be 
included in the program. Software developers are continually faced 
with the problem of making a flexible and powerful program which can 
do its primary tasks simply and clearly. The design team must 
determine which features are mbst important for student u~ers and 
eliminate those that are unnecessary.· For example, when the Bank 
Street Writer was developed, it was decided that student~ would not 
need the sophisticated and difficult-to-use te~t formatting features so 
important for o!fice word processors . 

12, Designing a tool that can be used effectively by young 
children can be a ,.good way of making a prop:ram that adults will also 
find useful. Children do not need strippt!d-down versions of adult 
programs but, rather, programs which ~~dlitate, as elegantly 'as 
possible,. the execu~on of certain ki~ds of work. Thus, a y.,ell
designed prograJ,n that promotes children's . writing should facilitate 
the writing of adult users. • 

These principles provide a framework for thinking about the design ox 
classroom software tools. As the realization grows that CAI and pro
gramming ..io not exhaust the possibilities for computer use in schools, 
teachers will increasingly; be attracted to those programs that can· 
turn their computers into powerf~l tools, thereby serving a dtvetsity 
of curriculuD) goals.· We look forward to seeing, in the near future, 
the emergence of ~ wide range of classroom software tools· to par~llel 
the many uses for the computer already in place in other segments of 
our society . 
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